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About This Game

You have to dive into an interesting space journey. Playing for Leprechaun, you can save the universe from monsters and save
your old friend. Collect colors, dodging obstacles, defeat bosses. Immerse yourself in the pixel world of childhood. Is waiting

for you:
- 5 levels
- 5 Bosses

- 2 Endings
- store improvements

The peculiarity of the game is that it is not out of outlandish complexity, but it will not lead you by the handle, reminding of the
times of consoles and slot machines.

To each boss in the game, you need to find a special approach and strategy for defeating him. The only resource of the game is
the color.

Color it and currency, and cartridges. Help the Leprechaun collect a rainbow and you can get to the store and pump your gun.
And also during the game you can appreciate the music of our friend and a talented composer.

P.S. Special thanks to Ekaterina Vitkovskaya (@ekaterina_vitkovskaya) - for the logo of our small studio and Abdurakhman
Tugalov as a web developer for working with the game site.
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Title: Space Leprechaun
Genre: Indie
Developer:
O.P. Games
Publisher:
O.P. Games
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: amd AtlonX64 or intel Celerone

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 5450G или Intel HD Graphics 3000

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 38 MB available space

Sound Card: integrated

English,Russian
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Originally an X-box game. IF anything can still be done to change it, make it game pad optional. nostalgia is a litle lacking
withouit it. Thank you so much sir ... A Master Piece!

Thanks so much for this Great Music! Regards ^^. Good music video in VR 360. Works as intended. I had no noticeable
problems. The graphics are cartoony. The quality varies for some reason between the videos but they were clear and viewable
for me. The dev did a good job of creating various scene changes in each music video performance which made the whole
experience more enjoyable. The girls stay away from reach most of the time but do come close in some parts and on the train
they sit right next to you and have you hold their purse and stuff which was cool. This is a visually pleasing and colorful VR
creative experience. You also have something in hand to stream colors in the air while the concert goes on if you choose. It
shows what could be if someone takes off with this idea and brings in our favorite real life performers to do the same. But at the
very least our anime characters can really come to life.

Video here below in 4k of all three presentations.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1127232786. friggen awesome. Great game, So far I've found it very
enjoyable, nice to play at work on my break. Would love to see more integration with Entropia Universe in the coming future.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TrrIXkFV4i4

"They're coming. The statues are coming for you, but listen - your life could depend on this - don't blink. Don't even blink.
Blink and you're dead. They are fast, faster than you could believe. Don't turn your back, don't look away, and don't blink."

My thoughts up to this point? Well, this may not be a truly terrifying game, but it's definitely a tense one. In a way, it's a terrible
find key and escape style horror game, but a LOT of strategy is needed sometimes to keep your stalking foes at a distance. I
spent a good hour looking for the key to move on to the next floor of the hospital, which I passed multiple times and missed due
to the pursuing "statue". I actually resorted to mapping out the level in order to figure out where I had to due to all the additional
rooms available to search.

I do have some gripes at this point though. The walking is a bit awkward, and the blinking is abnormally long. I'd also love some
key rebinding, as x to blink is oddly placed. Considering how key the dynamic is to the game, it really should be the right mouse
button (since the left mouse button is to attack). Finally, the stagnant image on screen when you are caught/killed is just too long
and should fade after two maybe even three seconds max.

Quick hint, when trying to escape the wanna be weeping angels from Doctor Who, double or triple press the "e" button when
going through a door. This closes the door behind you as you go through.

Other than that, at this point, I do recomend this game if you're looking for an actual challenge. I also think the game itself is
fairly simple, it's just the fact that you can't NOT look at your pursuers or die, mostly due to how fast they come at you if you
turn your head or blink, is what makes the game seem difficult or impossible. Once you figure out how to navigate around these
"statues", when to blink, and how to make the doors work in your favor, you'll be fine.

**review key of this game provided by the Room 710 Games for all editorial coverage purposes**. Despite being a huge fan of
Factorio and having enjoyed Big Pharma (although that was a little repetitive) I approached this game with an open mind. I had
no real expectations that it would be anything other than a relatively casual factory\/automation sim.

Unfortunately it really isn\u2019t a very good game, which is a shame since it could have been something quite entertaining.
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I\u2019ll summarise my thoughts as a serious of pros and cons:

Pros
\u2022\tIt\u2019s fairly cheap
\u2022\tVery easy to get up and running in the game \u2013 it\u2019s quite simple and self-explanatory.

Cons
\u2022\tFar too simple and the automation side of things is very limited. Loading things into boxes only seems to work some of
the time so I still had weapons spilling out onto the floor.
\u2022\tThe sound effects are horrendous. I actually ended up switching off the sound after a few minutes of playing.
\u2022\tThe controls are very clunky, having to drag and drop things that have fallen of conveyor belts one by one isn\u2019t
much fun. Would also be nice if the conveyor belts etc remembered which orientation you last had them in, although
that\u2019s just personal preference really.
\u2022\tVery, very repetitive. Really it shows it\u2019s free to play roots and from what I can tell it\u2019s been switched over
to a paid model with few changes.

TLDR:
Don\u2019t bother with this game. If you really have an automation itch that needs scratching wait for Factorio to come on
Steam (or buy it from their website now). Failing that if you want something less complex (than Factorio) get Big Pharma.. I
dont like this game.It too hard.. At first gaze this game looked like a hacking game.
I was like: "yeees finally a new hacking game which looks interesting"

In the tags I noticed: "puzzle"

Well, this game turned out to be one hell of a puzzle.
I just finished the first episode but seriously:
This game has some tricky puzzles you wont be able to solve so quick.

Thats what this game makes worth playing it.
The puzzles and the story are in my opinion very nice.

If you are a fan of puzzles, you definitely need to play Mu Complex ^^
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you need an iq of 13871287845 to solve this game

but really, especially in the beginning, his clues are very abstract

but luckily, there's an ingame guide if you wish to use same as "sherlock : homes the awakened"

good game though. I like this game, it really made my brain work! Gameplay is very addictive, looks like I've got a good
timekiller. Hope guys make more chapters and levels. What i don't like is the problems with villain's animation and that I cannot
se, how much keys should I get. Also I didn't get the promised reward, but I think it's the early access problems. Owerall, a good
puzzle for puzzle lovers.. Barbara-Ian was in my wishlist for quite some time. I would check the store pages at regular interval
and watch the trailer. It always got me to watch it 'til the end, and every time I laughed out loud. After this same scenario had
happened over 10 times, I just decided that if a trailer makes me so happy and to laugh out loud, I just had to buy the game.

I mean, isn't Barbara-Ian right in the trailer? "It's HD ready, already." "If you don't like it it'll get better anyway 'cause it's on
early access or something... And c'mon just get it on there... And get it going... And then BOOM"

You really can't argue against her arguments! At least for 5.99€ (tip: it's 3.99€ in another retailer and part of your money goes
to charity, you never guess who I mean). This game will stick with you for a good while if you're into strong narratives and
metaphors (and also great pixel art, smooth music and creative game mechanics). You'll also hate it a little because it'll break
your heart approximately six times. Do take your time to fully suck in the stories presented to you. The puzzles may seem too
easy at some times and too hold-uppity at other times, but if you fully see them as what they are - a representation of the
hardships the protagonist is currently going through - it's actually veryvery clever.. This game is less than $3 and works..It needs
tweaking here and there but is a good game. Ai is all over the place but thats ok because you never know what reactions your
gonna get. It at least runs well which is a plus considering alot of these zombie and horror games that seem to be coming out 5 to
10 games every week wind up being garbage. Its not perfect but it is enjoyable and kinda hard in places. I'd buy it again. I have
more than 0.3 hours on it as I played it out of steam.. This game is made by the same author as "Confess my Love". Each game
tries to tell a story. This story however is very dark. No to spoil too much but... don't bully anyone!

I've found 2 endings to this game so far, the first one is what I considered to be good: Black and White ending
https://youtu.be/LQtoYQ0ObPs

The 2nd one is... Red and White ending:
https://youtu.be/lZUQZTHoX8g

It's short but says a lot! Don't want to put anymore spoilers.

-BK. Fantasic F1 Game, one of the best in the series.
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